By Invitation Only is a tale of two families, one struggling to do well, one well to do, and one young
couple—the privileged daughter of Chicago’s crème de la crème and the son of hard -working Southern
peach farmers.

Gray Ghost—Cussler, Clive
In 1906, a groundbreaking Rolls-Royce prototype known as the Gray Ghost vanishes from the streets of
Manchester, England, and threatens the careers and lives of husband-and-wife team Sam & Remi Fargo.

Lost Creed—Kava, Alex
Ryder Creed rescues abandoned dogs and turns them into heroes. But this time, it’s Creed who may need
rescuing when a madman leads him and Agent Maggie O’Dell on a gut-wrenching scavenger hunt.

Beach Home Reunion—Monroe, Mary Alice
In this heartwarming novel, three generations of the Rutledge family gather together to find the strength,
love, and commitment to break destructive family patterns and to forge new bonds that will endure long
beyond one summer reunion.

Princess—Patterson, James
When the head of the world's foremost investigation agency receives an invitation to meet Princess
Caroline, he boards his Gulfstream jet and flies straight to London. The Princess needs Morgan's skills,

and his discretion to find her missing friend before the media become aware of it.

Shelter in Place—Roberts, Nora
When a shooting occurs in a local mall outside Portland, Maine, survivors slowly heal, find shelter, and
rebuild their lives. However, they discover that another conspirator is lying in wait--and this time, there
might be nowhere safe to hide.

Cast—Steel, Danielle
The strength of women—across generations and among friends, colleagues, and family—takes center stage
in this irresistible novel, as all-too-real people find the courage to persevere in life’s drama of heartbreak
and joy.
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